UP TO DATE

international

THE POPE still has his flock in the closet. A 5000 word statement called "Certain Questions Concerning Sexual Ethics", was recently released from the Vatican. The upshot of the statement was that although homosexuals should be treated with understanding, homosexuality could not be morally justified. Homosexual acts, according to the Vatican are condemned in sacred scripture and constitute a rejection of God. Dignity, the national organization of gay catholics will continue its mission of education, however.

THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO) has issued a report compiled by 23 "experts" from 13 countries. The report supports the idea that sex is for pleasure as well as procreation and that attitudes toward human sexuality must change. The report cites several obstacles to sex education including the cult of male dominance, victimization of women and the existence of many sexual myths and taboos.

national

R. TAYLOR SHREVER, Democratic Presidential hopeful, has come out in favor of federal gay rights bill HR543-

SIXTEEN BILL ONE (SB1) is going to be a major subject of debate in Washington this coming. On the surface, the bill concerns a revision and reform of the federal criminal code. In doing this, however, the bill's proponents will be dealing with such politically hot items as national security and the publication of government "secrets" a la Daniel Ellsberg and the Pentagon Papers; use of the death penalty to punish certain crimes; the definition of

home front

STATE SENATOR Nate Holden (D. LOS ANGELES) is investigating whether "private sex acts by consenting adults should be legal". The response? 62.5% said yes.

GOATHAM

Gotham, the highly-popular singing and comedy trio, will premiere their 1976 West Coast Tour at THE CITY, San Francisco's largest gay entertainment complex. Gotham opens with a gala premiere Wednesday, Feb. 4th and continues through the 14th. The madcap vocalists will appear in the recently enlarged showroom at THE CITY.
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The illustration biography of "Adele H." is Truffaut's mood ring into the usual pigeons hole of the familiar tragedian biographies. He builds up the subject piece by piece, no matter what standards it is expected to meet. The reader finds himself nose-deep in a mystery as he follows Adele's metamorphosis and loves, and the revelation of her character.

But his strength as an actor rises a-tiptoe to the Fonteyn/Nureyev days and the Rambo-as-Juliet cue. He has made it young and intense. Unfortunately, the film's beauty is somewhat countered by its few glaring flaws, which, thank God, never made it to the over-saturation of the basically bawdy and gratuitous scenes. It would be wonderful if the public could see as much of the scenery as they do in the film version (until Feb. 29), ACT II, LOW. The world of stage is not my usual arena of comment, but I did want to write about "Adele H." because it is one of the few films that have drawn me to the theater and that rarefied atmosphere to which I refer for its powers to stir the mind with neurotic conviction. Her tormented love and her self-despairing nature are all there, and the film can bring the same to life with its tormented love and her self-despairing nature are all there, and the film can bring the same to life with its profound implications. That is why I am writing this review.

"Adele H." is an interesting additional piece to the theme of Truffaut's characters, who amount to a sort of personal history lesson. The film is a good one, and it is one of the few that have brought me to the theater and that rarefied atmosphere to which I refer for its powers to stir the mind with neurotic conviction. Her tormented love and her self-despairing nature are all there, and the film can bring the same to life with its profound implications. That is why I am writing this review.
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**Darlings!**
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WORDS ON MUSIC

by Alex Fedor

Once over lightly on the musical events of the past week, one can see that the week was filled with

performed works by famous composers and the high point of this week was the appearance of the
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imperial court and the performance being celebrated on Jan. 31st. Congratulations to the newly elected
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DENO'S SIDE CAR

Hello out there!

So folks there, along with other clubs for this fun afternoon there were over 400 folks at the Golden Rivet. If the folks there had a fun time they take off for their 4th Run to Jua- kia at a brunch, just think what its going to be like on the 22nd of Feb. when the SU. G. D. L celebrates birthdays there quite a few independents also, to help the G, D, L celebrate birthdays there quite a few independents also. To help the G, D, L celebrate birthdays there quite a few independents also.

The Winning Look

Friday 13, the Constantines Mix G will be hosting the "Winner Circle" Party at the Golden Rivet. Everyone is invited.

The Apollo Health Club

Try the rooftop deck

The Apollo Health Club
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and, psychosomatic ailments, happiness, scholastic improvement, better use of creative potential, less use of drugs, TM, or not TM?

The data concerning TM has come via beginning to appear now, but like most of us who lack money, is the insistence on time. And, of course, there are benefits. Most people who do this are expensive (for what it is) and indiscriminate. But, of course, indoctrination itself before he is in a position to critique it. They say one must have practiced TM or not TM?

TM is based on a religious structure, available energy, relief from anxiety historically. Enough has been written about the way, for the technique is ancient and has

beginning if you lose track of the mantra, simply and gently return to it. You don't have to start over from the answer to the De John Sisters, Los Dos. The Third World Reggae Band will play the Savoy, 1438 Grant Ave., S. F. on Friday and Saturday, Feb. 13 & 14. The Third World Reggae Band will appear at Veteran's Auditorium, Civic Center, 1300 Mission Street, at 8 P.M., Fri. Feb. 13, and 2 P.M., Sat. Feb. 14. If your mind gets distracted from the group, simply and gently return to it. If you find your mind getting distracted, do not keep it to yourself. Even in meditation, the mind, like work) for H. L. M. Don't Jerry, but I couldn't attend the "La

Sheit.

Takemitsu, Schumann and Chopin. COCA COLA works and some of it doesn't last, but when it doesn't work it's not always there. Make your own." Sheit.

NOT YOUR TALENT page...but without the cost or the need for an audience. It's a relatable, personal story based on the Hindu philosophy of Adi Shankara, a guru-chela relationship.

The love-life of Toulouse Lautrec.

N O 'm ;

you're ever loving darlihhhh—ling. Make your initiation. T.M is a religious practice of $7.50 or call La Mama at 441-

ANNA RUSEVI the Black Musical Drama Critics Award and Outer Circle awards around absolutely adore Sheit.

a genuinely surprising performance. You're ever loving darlihhhh—ling. Make your initiation. T.M is a religious practice...
2nd ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION!

BUZZBY'S

feb. 16 - 20
DANCE CONTEST & PARTY EVERY NITE

feb. 20
final dance contest
pot of gold

cash prizes